abstract: This article examines late medieval urban political thought. By means of an intertextual methodology that combines the efforts of continental scholars and English literary historians, it provides new insights into the political ideas that circulated within the towns of the fourteenth-century duchy of Brabant. A qualitative analysis between different source types, that originated amongst socially diverse groups, will indicate that political ideas had a polyphonic character. Indeed, ideas were constantly reconstructed and reshaped by the social groups that used them and the context in which they were uttered. During the fourteenth century, the Brabantine citizenry was involved in an ideological battle that was fought with similar, but adaptable, weapons.
Literary works possess great value for the historian of political thought. As indicated by John Watts, medieval texts put flesh on theoretical notions and thus helped to shape the content of public and social life.
1 As such, several medievalists have started to investigate their political and ideological discourses. Important pioneers that still dominate the field are English literary historians like Vincent John Scattergood, Paul Strohm, Steven Justice and Wendy Scase. By analysing the intersections between texts, their historical context and contemporary politics, they have demonstrated that literary works voice several political ideas with the aim to spread them. Reconstructing reality was not the primary concern of medieval authors. In contrast, when writers commented on political and charters. 7 What is more, the results and methodology of the English literary historians have inspired them to take a closer look at the crossovers between urban literature and political ideas. 8 However, by treating discursive works as detached case-studies, these scholars have isolated their innovative results. Furthermore, they have drawn up unnatural boundaries between different types of documents, especially chronicles and petitions. The few studies that do take multiple sources into account are still too limited in scope, focusing on a particular social group, such as the craft guilds, or political principle, mainly the ubiquitous concept of 'the common good'. 9 To demolish these demarcations while incorporating the methods of English literary historians into the study of late medieval urban political thought, this article proposes a more structural intertextual methodology. By extensively comparing the political discourse of an urban poem with that of other well-contextualized and socially diverse contemporary sources, I will provide a sharper and more dynamic view on the functioning of late medieval urban political thought. After all, by only considering one particular case, previous studies reduced political ideas to inflexible elements. As Christopher Fletcher has noted, many scholars have separated texts and their voiced ideas by placing them into glass cases and seeing them merely as evidence, rather than a functioning part of medieval society. 10 This is a problematic move, since political thought has very real practical applications. Political actors can always be called upon to legitimize their actions, and they are only able to do so with the ideas that circulate within their society. The scope of concrete political actions and the changes that might be possible under given circumstances are therefore determined by political thought. 11 Specifically, I will compare an urban poem with two petitions of the craft guilds and one ducal charter. This comparison is feasible as boundaries between different source types were much more flexible in the late Middle Ages than historians presume. Indeed, various types of texts were often written by the same author, or by authors belonging to similar social strata. In addition, literary scholars such as Scase have already demonstrated that there were close links between governmental sources and discursive texts. 12 To realize these objectives, this article will investigate the political ideas that circulated within the towns of the fourteenth-century duchy of Brabant. In contrast to other regions, such as Flanders, the political thought of the urban centres of Brabant has thus far received little attention. This duchy was nevertheless the birthplace of 'How one shall govern a city' (original: Hoemen ene stat regeren sal), an extremely influential Middle Dutch poem that quickly became popular throughout the Low Countries, the Rhine Region and the north of the Holy Roman Empire. In Heike Bierschwale and Jacqueline van Leeuwen's study, the poem is classified as the oldest preserved example of the late medieval textual tradition of 'urban lessons'. The genre of 'urban lessons' emerged in the context of the gradually increasing responsibilities, influence and political power of urban governors. Works belonging to this textual tradition are characterized by their didactic focus on urban government. 13 The precise date of origin of 'How one shall govern a city' is unknown, but it is clear that the poem was written during the first half of the fourteenth century. The oldest preserved version of the poem was added to the Brussels manuscript of the Middle Dutch discursive work 'The mirror for laymen' (Der Leken Spieghel), written between 1325 and 1330. Its author is anonymous, but the poem can be associated with the top social strata of the urban population. After all, 'How one shall govern a city' was clearly meant to serve as a mirror for the urban governing elite, whom it literally addresses and whose responsibilities it lists. Moreover, it was inscribed on the walls of several town halls like those of Brussels (c. 1401/21), Bremen (c. 1491) and Emmerik (c. 1564).
14 By analysing the discourse of 'How one shall govern a city', this article aims to add the case of Brabant to the international historiography on urban political thought.
To analyse the political ideas of the fourteenth-century Brabantine citizenry, I will employ discourse analysis. 15 Linguists have shown that keywords or discursive points can be used as central signifiers of political thought. 16 groups interpreted and used the keywords that were essential in 'How one shall govern a city', like 'justice', 'the common good', 'unity' and 'communal money'. This qualitative analysis will help provide new insights into the ideas which shaped urban politics in the dynamic late medieval era. For reasons of feasibility, this article will only investigate political thought about the ideal way of governing. By focusing on the densely urbanized duchy of Brabant, I will highlight the ideological discourses of urban texts and the exchange of political ideas between the socially diverse craft guilds and governing elites. In comparison with the English case studied by Scattergood and Strohm, the political discourse of Brabant can be qualified as more distinctively 'urban' and thus contains the voices of many town dwellers. Indeed, I argue that political ideas had a polyphonic character because of which they were constantly changing in line with the social groups that used them and the political context in which they were uttered. But before we can turn towards the analysis of urban political thought, a brief overview of the historical context of fourteenth-century Brabant is essential.
A balancing of powers: politics in the fourteenth-century duchy of Brabant
The political history of the fourteenth-century duchy of Brabant is characterized by a dynamic balance of powers. At the top stood the duke, whose hereditary status as landlord went unquestioned by his subjects. But even so, the dukes of Brabant should not be seen as omnipotent figures. 17 In contrast to other landlords, such as the kings of England, the dukes of Brabant were involved in a constant power struggle with the mighty towns and nobles within their dominion. During the late medieval period, towns such as Brussels, Leuven and Antwerp increasingly succeeded in restricting ducal sovereignty. 18 Next to this power struggle on the 'national' level of the duchy, there also existed many tensions within the towns. Medieval urban centres were hierarchically divided communities, in which social groups with diverse interests lived in close proximity to each other. The government of these complex communities was monopolized by elite families (geslechten or goede lieden in Middle Dutch). However, their policy was increasingly challenged in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries by politically excluded groups, such as the craft guilds (ambachten or neeringen), resulting in a large number of urban revolts. In spite of this great threat to their authority, the Brabantine urban elite were able to preserve their monopoly on urban government until the end of the fourteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth century.
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Since the twelfth century, the towns of Brabant had received several privileges from their landlord. To finance their policy and cope with their debts, the dukes of Brabant became largely dependent on the wealth of the towns, and every time their landlords asked for financial aid, the cities demanded privileges in return. As a result, the urban centres became powerful political players which were not only able to organize their government in an independent manner, but also obtained a great deal of control over the ducal policy. 20 The dukes fought back. During his reign, Duke John III (c. 1300-55) succeeded in regaining a part of his sovereignty. But due to the state of ducal finances and the wealth and demographic potential of urban centres, the political power of the towns could no longer be broken. 21 Moreover, John III's problematic succession gave the urban elite the chance to extend their political influence even further.
In 1355, John III followed his sons into the grave, leaving behind three daughters, Joanna, Margaret and Marie. Since the privilege that the king of the Romans, Philip of Swabia (c. 1177-1208), had granted to Duke Henry I of Brabant (c. 1165-1235) in 1204, the dukes of Brabant could pass on their lands to female successors. John III had, however, died before appointing one of his three daughters as his sole successor. As a result, the duchy was at risk of being divided into three. To avoid this fate, 44 towns and 139 nobles and knights joined together to support the claims of John's eldest daughter Joanna (c. 1322-1406) and her husband Wenceslaus I, duke of Luxembourg (c. 1337-83). In exchange for the support of their subjects, the new duke and duchess had to recognize the first Blijde Inkomst or 'Joyous Entry' of 1356. In essence, the 'Joyous Entry' was an extended and written version of the traditional inauguration oaths that the dukes of Brabant had to swear at the beginning of their reign. The drafting of this inauguration charter was the result of intense negotiations, in which the towns played a prominent role. Although the 'Joyous Entry' quickly lost its legal force, its value for the historian remains great. 22 The many obligations, rights and limits on the ducal power that are laid down in this charter provide great insight into the fourteenth-century political thought of urban elites and nobles in Brabant. 23 The 'Joyous Entry' of 1356 with that of 'How one shall govern a city' will thus lead to interesting results. Until the end of the fourteenth century, the towns of Brabant were exclusively governed by elite families. Contrary to the standard historiographical assumption, it is futile to make a clear-cut distinction between the urban elite and the nobility of Brabant. After all, these groups were closely connected by having a similar lifestyle, numerous fiscal transactions and several intermarriages. 24 Finally, recent research has indicated that there was also much common ground between the political ideas of these social groups. 25 Besides the social and governing elite, we can divide the urban population, at the risk of oversimplifying, into two more social groups, the middling sort of people and the lower social strata, which includes wage workers and unskilled labourers. The middling sort of people were mainly members of the craft guilds, which can be defined as associations of workers with the same occupation. The (longdistance) trade of the products that these crafts produced was regulated by associations of merchants or guilds (Gilden). Because of different economic and political prerequisites and sources of income, the craft guilds and the urban elite were distinguishable social groups. 26 This social fault-line was, however, not absolute. Indeed, there existed a constant flow between the crafts and the governing elite. By the late medieval period, the craft guilds had developed into power bastions that influenced governance, by handing in petitions, forming ever-changing political alliances with both the duke and the urban elite and so on. Nevertheless, it still took many years of struggling before the crafts permanently obtained the right to be voted onto the 'bench' of the alderman. The social and political tensions that were the result of this unequal urban power balance reached a boiling point in a series of popular revolts across western Europe. In addition to a transparent government, the most common demands of late medieval rebels were political accountability, participation and representation. 27 In Brabant, revolts for example broke out in Antwerp, Brussels, Mechelen and Leuven. 28 In Leuven, a revolt erupted in 1360 that would last nearly a quarter century. 29 Tensions were at their highest in 1360 and 1378, when the craft guilds succeeded in seizing power to the detriment of the urban elite. In 1378, the craft guilds even besieged the town hall 24 of Leuven and threw 16 aldermen out of the window. 30 Despite the resultant violence, the revolt of 1378 had a peaceful beginning in which the united craft guilds of Leuven handed over two petitions to the alderman of the town and Duke Wenceslas. Petitioning was a ubiquitous practice across late medieval Europe. As written weapons, petitions formed the standard means of conveying complaints to the ruling elites. In Leuven, as in the Low Countries in general, petitions took the form of political pamphlets, listing and justifying complaints about government actions. Usually petitions were drafted by a jurist, who wrote down the demands of the rebels in a legal jargon that used all the known juridical clichés. Research has indicated that petitions nevertheless form an ideal source for uncovering the political ideas and lamentations of the craft guilds. 31 The first of the petitions of Leuven was handed over by the leaders of the craft guilds in March, and the second was composed by the aldermen that the craft guilds had appointed after a revolt in July. Seeing as textile craft guilds, in particular the weavers, played a great role during the revolts of Leuven, it is likely that they had a major impact on the content of the petitions. 32 The inclusion of the petitions of the craft guilds of Leuven will thus provide a socially diverse perspective to the intertextual comparison made in this article. Through the comparison of the sources analysed, the relation between the political ideas of the urban elite and those of the craft guilds will be examined in the next section. In what ways were political ideas used? And to what ends?
'Those who want to govern a city, shall follow these rules': urban political thought in Brabant Although the author of 'How one shall govern a city' is anonymous, the poem is often attributed to Jan Van Boendale (1280 or 1290-1350 or 1351 or 1365). Van Boendale was born in the area around Tervuren (near Brussels) and was a city clerk of Antwerp. Besides his activities as a scribe, he was also a literary author whose name is associated with famous Middle Dutch discursive and narrative texts like the Brabantse Yeesten and 'The mirror for layman'. 33 As mentioned above, the oldest preserved version of 'How one shall govern a city' was added to the Brussels manuscript of this last work. Because of this connection, it is tempting to credit the poem to the author of 'The mirror for laymen', and by extension Van Boendale. However, it is uncertain if the author of 'The mirror for laymen' recorded, copied or wrote the poem. In addition, Van Boendale's authorship for 'The mirror for laymen' is highly uncertain, so his authorship for 'How one shall govern a city' is even more dubious. 34 For this reason, it seems wise to avoid conclusions based on the identification with a specific authorial figure such as Van Boendale. Instead, my analysis begins with the author's social profile, as a likely employee of the governing elites. If we take a closer look at the social profile of known authors of other 'urban lessons', a general pattern emerges. Johann Von Soest, Johannes Rothe, and many others, all wrote 'urban lessons' similar to 'How one shall govern a city', albeit in other cities, specifically in the Rhineland. Most of these authors were employed by the city council of their respective towns.
35 Seeing as they were not themselves members of the council, they were exempted from the rotation of governors that was established during the late medieval period. As a result of their long-term careers in the political heart of medieval towns, these authors acquired a good understanding of politics, and thus had the necessary skills to write 'urban lessons'.
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'How one shall govern a city' was written somewhere between 1330 and 1350. If the poem existed before 1330, it would most likely have been added to all manuscripts of 'The mirror for laymen'. The poem could not have been written after 1350, since the Brussels manuscript was drafted around this time. It is no coincidence that the poem originated precisely within this period. During the turbulent fourteenth century, it aimed at reminding urban governors of the ways in which they ought to rule. This purpose is indicated by the poem's title and opening sentence: 'Those who want to govern a city, shall follow these rules.' That the subsequent governmental guidelines are obligatory is not only made clear by the imperative opening but also by the threat at the end of the poem: 'and where one is lacking thereof, then the town is in danger'.
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If contemporary governors wanted to avoid the destruction of their town, and thus the basis of their power, 'How one shall govern a city' states that they must provide consistent justice for both the rich and the poor, defend the freedom and the autonomy of the town and be 34 W. van loyal towards the prince. Furthermore, they have to maintain the urban privileges and follow a healthy fiscal policy, that was free from corruption and in which proceeds of taxation benefited all. If all these guidelines were followed, the poem states that towns would enjoy internal harmony and the actions of urban government would be in line with the common good. Seeing as the urban population was made up of different interest groups that constantly interacted with each other, towns were hubs of social conflict. 38 Harmony or concordia was therefore not only a central concept of Christian discourse, but was also a common element in urban moral and medieval thought. 39 The common good, or the utilitas publica, was the most used political concept of the late medieval period. Rulers were seen as accountable to their subjects, and their government was thus expected to be in the interests of the whole community. Governing elites and politically powerless groups all employed the concept of utilitas publica to legitimize their actions. After all, who can be opposed to something which is desired by, and benefits, the majority of the population? 40 In only 18 lines, 'How one shall govern a city' touches on many of the core elements of late medieval urban political thought. The governmental principles that are written down in this poem circulated widely in towns across western Europe. Notwithstanding their different economic and political context, the socially diverse citizenry of Flemish, French, English, Italian, German and Brabantine towns seemingly adhered to similar political ideas. 41 This apparently unambiguous character has caused a dichotomy in the historiographical debate about urban political thought. In her aforementioned article, Reynolds states that: 'Unlike people in the middle ages (so far as I understand the middle ages) we live in an age of ideological conflict about political principles.' 42 On the contrary, several scholars argued that ubiquitous political concepts were still highly disputed within medieval towns. By studying how political principles were used and interpreted, these researchers stress the flexibility and conflicting tendencies of urban political thought. 43 In an article that compares the political culture of Bruges and York, Christian Liddy and Jelle Haemers moreover argue that unrest within late medieval towns arose precisely because of divergent interpretations of the values of civic government and the concept of 'citizenship'. 44 Following the latter, I argue that urban political thought is simultaneously similar and contested. The linguistic theories of Mikhail Bakhtin and Michel de Certeau will clarify this standpoint. In his work on the turmoil of 1968, de Certeau drew attention to a practice which he called 'prise de parole', the adaptation of the discourses of the societal elites by politically excluded groups in order to proclaim an alternative point of view; or: 'different usage of a language already made'. 45 Political discourses are thus formed by claiming and reinterpreting existing discourses. It is selfevident that the late medieval political and social situation substantially differs from the one described by de Certeau. But seeing as both twentiethand fourteenth-century subordinate groups and governors constantly interacted with each other, his theory remains applicable to late medieval political discourse. Additionally, Jan Dumolyn and Haemers have already discovered similar patterns as de Certeau during late medieval urban revolts in Flanders. 46 Bakhtin formulated the notion of 'heteroglossia' to indicate another's speech in another's language, or the polyphony of discursive and social forces in a text. 47 In other words: 'A political language is a work of many hands.' 48 The urban political discourse of fourteenth-century Brabantine towns did not exclusively belong to the governing elite. On the contrary, it was constantly used by socially diverse groups. Correspondingly, the governmental principles that are written down in 'How one shall govern a city' are also prescribed in the 'Joyous Entry' of 1356 and the petitions of the craft guilds of Leuven from 1378. 49 Because they were employed by differing actors, political ideas had multiple and ever-changing meanings. I will give two examples of this polyphonic character of urban political thought, focusing on what exactly the widespread and fundamental ideas of the necessity of justice and the maintenance of a healthy and stable fiscal policy meant to the diverse social groups involved.
Justitia: privileges, banishments, accountability or an extension of power?
Justitia or justice, one of the four cardinal virtues, has been thought to inspire human behaviour throughout history. During the late medieval period, justice was seen as a central political virtue. Noble literature from the Burgundian age describes a land without justice as a robber's den, while lady justice frequently appears in paintings. 50 Unsurprisingly, the necessity of fair justice forms a central idea in 'How one shall govern a city', the 'Joyous Entry' of 1356 and the petitions of the craft guilds of Leuven. According to 'How one shall govern a city', urban governors, in order to be just, had to provide equal judgements for both the rich and the poor, defend the urban privileges and banish criminals.
'Those who want to govern a city shall…, not let her privileges be broken.' Liberties, freedoms, statutes or privileges were central elements in the identity of the Brabantine citizenry. Since the political power and independence of late medieval towns stemmed from these documents, every new landlord who ascended the throne had to swear to uphold the rights and freedoms of the land. Statutes further stipulated the prerequisites of diverse social groups and thus not only determined the power balance between the landlord and his subjects, but also dictated the relations and inequalities between the different social layers of the urban population. Privileges gave city dwellers something to lose. The desire to preserve urban privileges was not only strong within Brabant, but formed an integral part of the political culture of west European towns. By analysing city registers, Lynn Gaudreault for instance indicated that the safeguarding of urban privileges was seen as the primary task of the council of Brignoles (located in the south of France). 51 The 'Joyous Entry' and the petitions of Leuven finally characterize compliance with urban liberties as an essential condition for justice. As such, Joanna and Wenceslas stated in the 'Joyous Entry' that 'Further we promise, swear, confirm and ratify to all our good subjects, to always hold firmly to all their freedoms, charters…and all their other charters, privileges and customs…without breaking, or in any way reacting against them.'
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Following the interpretation of justice in 'How one shall govern a city', the 'Joyous Entry' articulates several regulations regarding the banishment of criminals. As dispensers of justice, rulers had a responsibility to protect their innocent subjects from criminals. By removing culprits from their community, governors not only defended their subjects, but also decreased criminality and thus ensured the realization of civic harmony. The inauguration charter prescribes that the duke had to banish convicted rebels, murderers, thieves and sexual offenders. In addition, he could not lift the exile of murderers without first arranging a peace settlement with the family of their victims.
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Thus far, we have seen how the understanding of justice expressed in the petitions of Leuven and the 'Joyous Entry' was similar to that of 'How one shall govern a city'. However, the 'Joyous Entry' and the petitions add the extra requirement of accountability. Moreover, they disagree on which steps governors have to take in order to fulfil this condition. To make sure that legal officers did not abuse their power and were held accountable for the actions they took during their service, the 'Joyous Entry' emphasizes the necessity of an investigation: 'Further we promise them, that somebody, every year, will make a visit of the roads of our lands, to make sure that all judges and all the persons that in our land of Brabant received the power to do justice or injustice, from now on and from year to year have to give accounts.' 54 The petitions of Leuven go a step further. According to the craft guilds, the aldermen of Leuven had sealed documents that were harmful to the citizenry. To avoid a repetition of such corrupt governmental practices, supervision of the legal activities of the aldermen alone was not enough. To ensure justice by accountable rulers, the locus of legal power within the town of Leuven had to be expanded so to include representatives of the craft guilds, who until then had been excluded from political and legal power. 55 Specifically, the petitions state that: 'next they desire that they will lay the seal of the city into the hands of the good men, the craft guilds and the brothers of the guild, so that 52 De Blijde Inkomst van Johanna en Wenceslas, 105: 'Voirt hebben wi gheloeft, ghesworen, gheconfirmeert ende gheratificeert allen onsen goiden lieden,…alle hare vrieheiden, charteren…, ende alle haer andere charteren, privilegiën, coustumen…, die te houdene vaste ende ghestede tot eweliken dagen…, sonder breken, ocht daer jegen te doen ocht te doen doen in eniger manieren.' 53 Ibid., 102. 54 Ibid., 100: 'Voirt gheloven wi hen, dat men alle jaer een besuec doen sal van ons lants weghen, dats te wetene, dat alle rechteren ende alle dieghene, die in onsen lande van Brabant macht hebben van onsen wegen rechte ochte onrechte te doen, dat die voirt aen van jaer te jaer rekenen selen.' 55 Haemers, 'Governing and gathering', 158-61.
it cannot be bought'. 56 The proposed shared control of the city's seal would have given the crafts a controlling mechanism through which they could interfere with the promulgation of urban law. The craft guilds of Leuven were not alone in the belief that their participation and approval in urban law-making was an essential requirement for having fair justice. Scholars have recently noted that similar demands were expressed by the artisans of several cities in the Upper Rhine region, Flanders and England and correspondingly formed a part of the international trends within late medieval political thought. 57 As a result, the urban discourse on justitia, like a chameleon, took on a different colour every time it was claimed by a specific social group.
Healthy finances: fair taxes, participation or trade?
The desire for participation and transparency closely relates to the governmental requirement of fiscal probity, which features in all three of the discussed sources. In the course of the fourteenth century, finances often roused emotions. The taxpaying population of most west European towns believed that the urban treasury should be fiscally sound and stable. A city could not, and should not, live beyond its means. Around 1300, it even became an established pattern that the financial excesses and corruption of rulers were no longer acceptable in the eyes of the urban population. 58 Accusations and suspicions of corruption therefore played an important role in the outbreak of late medieval urban revolts. As a result, the main purpose of the institutional reforms of the towns of Brabant between 1334 and 1336 was to improve their fiscal administration. After these reforms, the craft guilds were, however, still excluded from government and had little idea about how their tax money was spent. 59 If urban governors wanted to avoid future rebellions against their authority, 'How one shall govern a city' stresses that they would have to manage the urban funds well. The management of the fiscal administration of the city was the obligation of the ruling elite, who had to use tax money to the greatest benefit. The poem does not mention any concrete steps governors had to take to realize these guidelines. Luckily, the two petitions of 1378 and the 'Joyous Entry' from 1356 elaborate on this subject. For example, the petitions of the craft guilds of Leuven propose that deficiencies within the urban finances could be remedied by the collection of overdue taxes. To indicate whose debts the city could cash, the petitions suggest an inquiry of the city's excises (assisen): 'Item, they desire that everyone who managed the excises within the aforementioned term…, and not yet fully paid them, that they make them paid their debts or give them credit.'
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The 'Joyous Entry', in turn, emphasizes the responsibility of the duke and duchess to safeguard Brabantine trade. In particular, they had to defend merchants and make sure that they could travel without sustaining damage. Therefore, the 'Joyous Entry' restricts the ducal perquisites on the manipulation of coinage and toll levels. The charter subsequently decrees that the subjects of Brabant were henceforth exempted from ducal debts to which they had not agreed: 'with regard to all debts and promises, that are owned by us or by our predecessors…and that can harm or negatively influence our land, and to which neither our towns nor our land…agreed, we shall henceforth regard our good subjects of our lands as exempted'.
61 A necessary provision, since merchants from Brabant had been arrested abroad due to unpaid ducal debts.
62 Similar demands for a stable economic climate that stimulated investments and trade were formulated all over western Europe. The expression 'all merchandise shall have its course' was for example commonplace in late medieval England. 63 What is more, Dumolyn demonstrated that this commercial discourse, despite concealing their different interests, unified the citizenry of fifteenth-century Bruges. For instance in 1488, when the great council of Bruges, a representative body that consisted of 6 captains of the burghers and 54 deans of the craft guilds, handed over a petition to the city magistrates. In this petition, the great council mostly addressed problems that concerned trade, like the protection of staple rights, the improvement of infrastructure and severe punishments for corrupt officials who extorted foreign merchants. 64 The Leuven petitions of 1378 join in this international trend. In the course of the fourteenth century, the dukes of Brabant were not the only ones with debts. The city of Leuven also owned a considerable amount of money to creditors, which had resulted in the imprisonment of Leuven merchants. Similar to the 'Joyous Entry', the petitions thus urged the city to pay its debts. To ensure further that trade could flourish, the craft guilds 60 also requested that the duke extended the validity of a recent charter that guaranteed the free circulation for Leuven citizens in the duchy. 65 While similar to those of the Bruges' petition, the commercial demands of the petitions of Leuven are far less elaborate. After all, and contrary to the 'Joyous Entry', the safeguarding of trade was not the main focus of the petitions of 1378. The crafts of Leuven saw their involvement for the creation of a transparent fiscal policy as essential. In contrast to 'How one shall govern a city', they saw the management of urban finances as the collective responsibility of the taxpaying population, not a duty of the urban elites alone. A stable and sound fiscal policy was subjected to control. As such, the crafts not only demanded that the positions of the fiscal officials would be divided amongst the urban elite, the guilds and the crafts, but also stressed the necessity of 'legal accounts': 'all the common money of the city henceforth be collected and spent, and hereof they shall make legal accounts'. 66 In order to be legal, accounts needed to be in the interest of the common good, verifiable and accessible to the craft guilds. Such a transparent and accountable fiscal policy could bring an end to the suspicions of corruption.
Once again, the demands of the Leuven crafts were not unique, but were for example also stipulated in English petitions, like the one that the artisans of York handed over in 1475, and which insisted that they would be involved in the election of the financial offices within their city. 67 Moreover, researchers have indicated that accusations of corruption were a common thread in discussions about the ideal forms of government, and thus functioned as rhetorical weapons that helped to undermine the legitimacy of the political authority of opposite groups in power. 68 For the late medieval period, Watts has shown the workings of this mechanism within the English court. 69 The petitions of Leuven demonstrate that charges of corruption also played a strategic role in urban political conflicts.
Like the various interpretations of justitia, trade, participation and taxes were central principles of the international urban discourse on fiscal probity. However, they were differently interpreted according to the social groups that used them and the time and place in which they were uttered. As such, the difference in emphasis between the petitions of York, Bruges and Leuven can be explained by their distinct political and economic context. While the crafts of Leuven and York were still fighting for political transparency and representation, the fifteenth-century artisans of Bruges, who were represented on the 'bench' of the aldermen since 1304, had more pressing economic concerns. After all, during the last quarter of the fifteenth century, their town gradually started to lose its status as a centre of international trade. 70 The different usage of comparable discourses in various contexts thus indicates that urban political thought was a site of struggle in itself. 71 Moreover, the flexible and inherently different interpretations of political values and principles not only caused contemporary conflicts, as Liddy and Haemers showed, but were also influenced by them. As living implements, ideas played an active and strategic role within their own society.
Conclusion
Urban literary works not only put flesh on theoretical notions but also indicate that political discourse was claimed and manipulated by many social groups. Like justice and the maintenance of a healthy fiscal policy, the other governmental requirements prescribed in 'How one shall govern a city' were widespread within diverse source types, amongst social groups and across western Europe. The varying usage and interpretations of these principles makes clear that urban political ideas were constantly reconstructed and reshaped by the differing social groups that used them and the context in which they were uttered. Ideas were not carved into stone, but were created and recreated to fit the interests of their consumers. When they are taken out of their glass cases, it becomes clear that political ideas were living implements that caused and steered political conflicts. The addition of the Brabantine case to the international debate on political thought makes clear that different social groups composed their own written heritages. By claiming urban discourse, they moreover intermingled their voices with urban (didactic) literature.
The fourteenth-century population of Brabantine towns was involved in an ideological battle that was fought with similar, but adaptable, weapons. In addition to previous research, the case of Brabant makes clear that in order to further their interests, social groups not only differently interpreted political concepts, but were also ideologically selective. In spite of stating that its guidelines would contribute to the realization of an ideal government that promoted the common good, 'How one shall govern a city' mainly defends the interests of the urban elite. Indeed, by prescribing several socially inspired guidelines, yet at no time recognizing the craft guilds' common desire for political participation, this urban poem tries to
